
360° Swivel Reclining Releasing the Footrest Adjustable Headrest System

CODI 2500
CODI combines Comfort and Design in a unique and sophisticated way. The CODI-range offers a back and 
footrest that operate completely independently. All cushions are made from cold cure molded foam and all 
chairs are equipped with an adjustable headrest pillow system. All this is wrapped up in a beautiful look that 
brings style to any room in your home.

BENEFITS
NORWEGIAN QUALITY. All IMG products meet 
the highest quality standards. The reclining 
mechanism with integrated footrest is made by the 
largest specialized mechanism supplier in the 
world. The construction is based on a hard wood 
and steel frame with IMG’s unique molded foam.

MANY UNIQUE COMFORT FUNCTIONS. 
The IMG CODI offers four different built-in 
functions:
•  Swivel
•  Effortless reclining and adjustable back rest angle
•  Foldable footrest 
•  Adjustable head and neck support

COLD-CURE MOLDED FOAM. This spaceage 
material encases the interior steel frame and 
sinuous springs, allowing for body-friendly 
curvatures to be covered with glove-fitted 
upholstery. This guarantees absolute comfort and 
durability.

LUXURIOUS FEEL AND TOUCH. A layer of soft 
high resilient polyurethane foam with fibers 
ensures a luxurious feel and extra softness.

ADJUSTABLE HEAD AND NECK SUPPORT. 
Exclusive adjustment system that allows your head 
and neck to rest in an infinite number of comfort 
positions. It can easily be adjusted by a handgrip.

PERSONAL COMFORT
With CODI you can lean back and relax without 
having to release the ottoman thanks to the unique 
independent back and footrest system.

STRETCHING OUT
A slight push on the arm and the footrest unfolds 
smoothly. In the open position, the chair has an 
elegant footrest extension that hides all mechani-
cal linkages and accentuates the full-length 
ottoman. The footrest and backrest operate 
completely independent of each other. When you 
want to close the ottoman just lean a bit forward 
and effortless push the footrest down and in.  

WARRANTY

See warranty policy for more details.

ERGO COMFORT
Arm following the back when you recline, Ergo Support function.



FUNCTIONS

RELEASING THE FOOTREST RECLINING ADJUSTABLE HEADREST SYSTEM HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
HEADREST SYSTEM

CODI 2500

The integrated footrest opens with ease and 
operates independently from the backrest.

The rock-solid steel undercarriage provides 
long-term stability and easy 360˚swivel.

An interior steel frame with sinuous springs is encased in 
cold-cured foam cushions. The entire chair is then 
upholstered with luxurious leather or fabric.
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Adjustable Headrest support 
allows your head and neck to 
rest in an infinite number of 
comfort positions. The hearest is 
also height adjustable for 
perfect fit.

Body correct back and lumbar support through 
molded cold-cured foam technology, unique 
construction and steel sprung suspension.

A unique pneumatic reclining system featuring a gas 
cylinder allows you to effortlessly recline and change 
the back angle. The reclining angle can be locked in any 
position. Operates completely independently from the 
integrated footrest.

360° SWIVEL

360°

SEAT WIDTH

TOTAL WIDTH

* The dimensions are approximate and may vary with +/-2cm

CHAIR SIZE

Codi 2500 104.5-117.5 cm / 41.1 - 46.2 in

TOTAL
HEIGHT

46.5 cm / 18.3 in

SEAT
WIDTH

51 cm / 20 in

SEAT
HEIGHT

43-48 cm / 16.9-18.8 in

WALL
CLEARANCE

157-168 cm / 61.8-66.1 in

TOTAL DEPTH
(RECLINE)

52 cm / 20.4 in

SEAT
DEPTH

79 cm / 31.1 in

TOTAL 
WIDTH

88-92 cm / 34.6-36.2 in

TOTAL 
DEPTH

IMG GROUP AS  Postboks 251 N-6239 Sykkylven Norway
Tel: + 47 70 27 10 40  office@imgcomfort.com      imgcomfort.com

BASE OPTIONS

WOOD DISK BASE
AVAILABLE IN SEVERAL 

WOOD COLORS

ALU POLISHED FIVE STAR ALU BLACK FIVE STAR


